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UPCOMING EVENTS
**04 October, Pizza and a Movie Night, Freddy and Connie’s, 6:30 PM
**06 October, Goodbye Summer, Hello Fall cookout, Freddy and Connie’s, 12:00 PM
**13 October, Help-the-Hooch River Clean-Up, Rigdon Park, 8:30 AM
**15 October, Night Out/Membership Meeting, Hooter’s, 6:30 PM

FROM THE CENTER SEAT

Greetings all! On the last day of August I hosted our bi-monthly Pizza and a Movie Night where
9 hearty folks watched the original “Invasion of the Body Snatchers” and dined on three different
kinds of pizza – double pepperoni, cheese, and ham. The movie was great and all had a good
time. There was a few “complaints” because of the lack of pizza containing a certain fungus but I
will attempt to make up for this indiscretion by making sure I have at least one for the next Pizza
and a Movie Night. Speaking of which, the next one will be held on Thursday, 04 October at 6:30
PM. On tap will be the postponed 1970 classic “Colossus: The Forbin Project”. So, mark your
calendars and let me know if you plan on attending.

The title from the start of the movie and Joe (“where’s the mushroom pizza?”) and Lisa dig in!

Also getting some pizza are Josh and Gregory.

Enjoying the pizza and the movie are Wilbert and Sandra.

The DaVinci crew at the 5th Pizza and a Movie Night!
The September Night Out/Membership meeting took place but with quite conflict. First, since
Connie and I would be out of town on the 3rd Monday, I changed the date to the second Monday.
Then I discovered just a few days before that the location – Zombie Pig BBQ – was not open on
Mondays or Tuesday (not only that but they close at 2:30 PM!). So, I quickly looked up an
alternate location – Big E’s BBQ on the Manchester Expressway. So I sent out an email to the
crew informing them of the change. A couple hours later I received an email from Hal saying that
he thinks Big E’s had permanently closed! Sigh! So I called their number and sure enough it was
no longer in service. I quickly found a third site – Shane’s Rib Shack - and sent out another email
notifying the crew of yet another change. I like Shane’s and was looking forward to the Night Out
when – wham – another change came about. This one, however, did not affect the date or location
but did have a bearing on my attending. I promised I would pick up a member of our church from
the Atlanta airport and guess when her flight was due to arrive? Yep, Monday at 6:00 PM! When
it rains it pours! I put together all the items I usually bring to the Night Out (tickets and the
Captain’s Perks give away items) and gave them to Joe on Monday morning (Joe and I meet

every day for breakfast at 9:15 AM at the Bradley Park McDonald’s. Feel free to join us
anytime). Russell used my camera and took some great pictures. He also volunteered to write up
an article for this issue of the Pilot. Anyway, all that trouble and Connie reminded me that we
have two alternate locations listed! We could have met at Pho Viet or CiCi’s pizza!
The big events for October will be our annual “Goodbye Summer, Hello Fall” cookout which
will be held on Saturday, 06 October at my house beginning at 12:00 PM. The DaVinci will
supply the burgers and hot dogs but the rest of the covered dishes will come from those in
attendance. There is always plenty of good food and all have a fun time. Our Goodbye Summer,
Hello Fall cookout is normally held closer to the Fall Equinox but my schedule called for a
change in the date. Anyway, I will be sending out notifications so mark your calendars, watch
your email, and let me know if you can make it. Hope to see you soon.
One more thing! This is a last minute addition and you need to read the box at the end of the
newsletter. It concerns the Help-the-Hooch River clean-up on 13 October.
Until the next time - engage!
ADM Freddy Heller
Commanding Officer

RECORDS ROOM REPORTING
The Night Out/Membership meeting for September brought with it 14 members of the DaVinci
crew as we met at Shane’s Rib Shack. The usual folks showed up and it was nice to see Leiko
and her father Charles in attendance.
Our illustrious Captain, Freddy, was not able to be present as he was on a special away-mission
and so yours truly sort of kept up with things. Freddy made sure he gave all the items needed for
the Night Out to Joe, our XO. Joe brought the tickets needed for the free meal drawing and a
couple of Captain’s Perks items to give away.
The menu at Shane’s Rib Shack provided us with many items of mouth watering pleasure from
BBQ to ribs to chicken and salads as well. Diane ordered the grilled chicken salad and I decided
to try BBQ chicken plate (shredded). Others ordered from a variety of items so we all had the
menu pretty well covered. I didn’t hear any complaints from anyone so all must have really
enjoyed their meals. The service was excellent and our server was wonderful in keeping up with
every one’s needs.
After I made a few announcements about upcoming Trek-related events, we drew for the free
meal which was won by none other than my charming wife, Diane. Following this, the Captain’s
Perks were drawn for and Todd won a Star Trek Beyond plastic drinking cup and Scott won two
tickets to the Coca-Cola Space Science Center. Congratulations to all the winners. Check out the
photos below for all the fun.

The DaVinci crew waits to order and Scott and Jeff wait their turn.

Martha and Diane check out the menu.

Joe checks out the tickets while Scott decides what to order and Gregory enjoys his food while
Todd waits for his to arrive.

Leiko and Charles pose for a photo, Joe works on the tickets, Scott and Jeff talk Trek, and Sandra
and Wilbert (showing off his Porthos badge) pose for a photo.

Steve looks on as Dutch mumbles “Dang plastic wrapping” and “whew, too much work.”

Steve and Dutch finally dig in as too does the rest of the hungry crew!

Look what we won! Diane (free meal), Todd (Star Trek Beyond movie cup), and Scott (Space
Science Center tickets)

The DaVinci crew at Shane’s Rib Shack for the September Night Out/Membership Meeting!
All in all a very good choice for the Night Out which had been chosen due to the fact that our
original location (Zombie Pig BBQ) was closed on Mondays and the alternate choice (Big E’s
BBQ) was just plain closed! Everyone had a great time (see what y’all are missing?) and I am
sure that Shane’s Rib Shack will be seeing us again sometime in the future.
The next Night Out/Membership meeting will be held at the Hooter’s. I am sure we will have a
good turn-out for this one (this means you, Josh!). I hope to see there!
Admiral Russell Ruhland
Records Officer

678th STARFLEET MARINES
Greetings Marines!
A lot of you have been asking me about uniforms and where patches and insignias are placed on
the uniforms. As you know, the monster blacks we chose as the dress uniform for our unit are the
black and white versions of the “Star Trek II: Wrath of Khan” dress uniforms. As you all know
also we wear the solid black fatigues as a common work uniform with our new unit t-shirts
underneath the jacket. You can find information on these uniforms by going to http://www.sfisfmc.org/ and clicking on “library” and then “uniforms”. You can also get a more detailed
description of the uniforms and placement of the patches and insignias by going to the Marine
Force Manual on page 36 and reading “Section 7”. Section 7 goes into detail about where patches
and insignias are placed on each uniform. Section 7.3 through 7.3.13 are also a good read as they
go into detail about such things as awards, head gear and additional accoutrements. Every marine
should read and know this basic manual inside and out as it is basic knowledge for everything in
the Starfleet Marine Corps.
Now that we have our unit T shirts, I will be at the next Night Out, which will be at my favorite
spot, Hooters, and would like everyone to be there to discuss some things we can do as a unit to
do some community service. I would also like to go over MURP and get us started on this. I
would like you all to look at http://sfmca.sfi-sfmc.org/murp/ and brief yourselves on MURP and
bring any questions you may have. Not many units have MURP under their belts and so having
this would give us some bragging rights throughout the Corps. Remember also to wear your unit
T shirt.
One more thing I would like to do is give a big Ooh Rah to Freddy for winning our ship the
Electronic Newsletter of the Year Award. If you’re like me, I look forward to getting the Pilot
every month. It is always packed with information and I love reading everyone’s submissions,
seeing the pictures and reading about the activities our ship is involved in. Over the past twenty
years I have seen the newsletter grow from just a couple of pages to the monstrosity it is now.
Freddy has always done a good job with the newsletter and the format which makes it one of the
best newsletters in the Fleet. Thank, Freddy, for all the time you put into it and showing support
for our ship. Ooh Rah! From the Marines of the 678th MSG!
That’s all I have for this month. Hope to see you all at this month’s night out at Hooters and until
then.
Until next time - Ooh Rah!
Brigadier Joshua Ainsworth
678th MSG OIC
2nd Brigade, 3rd Battalion

DIGGIN’ FOR THE TRUTH
Bill and I attended the 2017/2018 Gunnery Challenge in Talladega, AL and I thought you might
like to know what a competition is all about.

The CMP Park hosted the event and when we
arrived this is where we went to register.

From here we headed to the range. When we arrived
we met Shane Coley, the Team Captain for Team Glock.

There are three stages of competition. The first one is called
5-to-Glock. You have five cardboard targets set at various
distances (farthest is 25 yds.) and you have to “Double Tap”
each or shoot each one two times. Your score is recorded, and
you move on to the next stage which is called Glock-M (seen
here - Bill).
NOTE: The yellow/orange cone is your safe spot where
you aim your weapon till given the signal to fire.

Here, your fifth target is replaced by a metal one
(see middle target). You still double tap the
cardboard targets but now, you only shoot the
metal target once. See shot placement in the
middle lower right of the white metal target
(shooter – Barb).

Once your finished with this stage and your score is recorded you move on to the third and final
stage, the Glock-Plates. These may look simple but by now you’re getting pretty tired, and it’s
getting late and it’s said that once you hear that beeper go off in your ear, those plates tend to
shrink by half. That’s what they say.

The plates are only at a distance of 11 yards but you’d be
surprised at how many folks miss them. You shoot four
magazines with ten rounds (bullets) in each. Your score is
tallied up and you’re finally done competing. It’s time to
pack it in and head for home.

I’d like to make a note that this was the last
time that Bill and I saw “The Gunny” (R. Lee
Ermey) alive. We heard he passed away this
year. In this shot the Gunny and I went toe-totoe with him being a Marine and me being
Navy. After a few minutes of exchanging fire
we both started laughing and gave each other a
big hug. We had the honor and privilege of

knowing him over the past several years and will miss him tremendously. He was an awesome
man and patriot. He was the spokesman for Glock and for those not knowing him he played the
Drill Sgt. In “Full Metal Jacket”. As we say in the GSSF competition world, “GLOCK-ON
GUNNY”.HooRah!

This year found Bill and I once again at the
Annual Gunny Challenge in Talladega
Alabama, but this year we stepped up the
game a notch and qualified as Range
Officers.

One of the top safety rules you must follow
at all times while on a “Hot” range is to
always wear eye and ear protection. Note I
have my eyes and EARS on.

By the end of the weekend you’re looking at two very hot, tired but happy folks. We learned a
lot more about the world of competition shooting from the other side by being Range Officers. It
was our job to maintain order on the range as well as making it a safe and fun experience for
those competing. Oh, and I guess I should mention here that Bill won a gun in a drawing on
Sunday when we closed, up. All the “RO’s” headed to the main Lodge for a final get together and
the GSSF folks gave away five guns. Bill was one of the five to win one. So, if you’re interested
in wanting to see what this stuff is all about you can check out things by going to
http://gssfonline.com/. It’s a lot of fun and you get to meet some pretty cool folks. Hope to see
you at next year’s meet.
ADM Barbara Paul

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
The new rates for membership in Starfleet are in place and are a pretty good deal. NOTE:
There are no more paper memberships available. All memberships are electronic (via email). If
you are thinking of joining Fleet but the expense was too high now you can get your
membership for much less money. Not only will you save money there, but your membership in
the DaVinci is half off as well (up to a $7.50 savings!) and you are automatically promoted to
Acting Ensign! The new Starfleet membership rates are: Individual - $5; Family of 2 - $9;
Family of 3 - $12; Family of 4 - $14; Family of 5 - $16; and Family of 6 - $17. Paper
membership certificates are no longer available – all memberships are now completely digital.
However, if you wish a paper certificate it will cost you $3.00 for each one plus shipping. If you
want a printed copy of the Starfleet handbook it will cost you $8.00 plus shipping. If you are not
in Starfleet, please give some thought about joining this great organization!

TABULATIONS
The tab collection effort for 2018 is dragging pretty slowly this year. Last year at this time we
had 103,309 tabs collected! Please start saving those little pieces of aluminum! Only a few folks
have donated. With a nice donation from friends in CA Freddy has jumped ahead of Connie for
second place. Jeff is still the top “tabber”. As always, the tabs can come off any type can from
pop to cat food to dog food to soup! Ask your neighbors to save tabs for you; ask your church or
other social group to save tabs. You will be surprised as to how many tabs you can collect that
way. Here are the totals as of press time:
Starting Balance
Jeff Kirkland
Freddy Heller
Connie Heller
Randy Dunn
Scott Roop
Joe Perry
Hal Stewart
Dutch Cummings
Total

0
8000
3742
1917
346
279
48
35
32
14399

DAVINCI NIGHT OUT
The Night Out/Membership Meeting locations for 2018 were selected at our Thanksgiving get
together at Golden Corral. We also chose to alternate locations in case the original location falls
through. There are some great restaurants in store with a couple new locations and several we had
not been to in quite a while. I hope you will mark your calendars. Here are the 2018 locations:
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Alternate #1
Alternate #2

Peluso’s
New China
Cracker Barrel
Texas Roadhouse
Olive Garden **UNIFORM NIGHT**
Red Lobster (13th Street)
Ruby Tuesday
Wild Wings Cafe
Shane’s Rib Shack
Hooter’s
Zaxby’s (PC) **NEW**
Houlihan’s (Downtown)
Pho Viet
CiCi’s (Macon Road)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
Here are just a few of the following DaVinci personnel, Star Trek celebrities, and historical
events that are celebrating birthdays or anniversaries in October. One “special” birthday to report!
Ryan Sabata turns 25 on the 7th (how does it feel to be a ¼ century old?)!
Stephen Collins (Cpt Decker from The Motion Picture)
Avery Brooks (CPT Benjamin Sisko on DS9)
Persis Khambatta (Lt. Ilia from The Motion Picture)
Wally Schirra Orbits Earth in Sigma Seven (1962)
CRMN Tandy Turkovitz
Gordon Cooper (Mercury 7 Astronaut) Dies (2004)

1st
2nd
2nd
3rd
4th
4th

First Televised White House Address (Harry Truman, 1947)
First Non-Stop Flight Across Pacific Ocean (Panghorn & Herdon 1931)
ENS Ryan Sabata
Todd Bryant (Klaa from The Final Frontier)
First Woman to Fly Across US (Laura Ingalls 1930)
Scott Bakula (CPT Jonathan Archer on ENT)
First American President (Teddy Roosevelt) to Flay in an Airplane (1910)
First Manned Apollo (7) Mission Launched (Schirra, Eisele, & Cunningham 1968)
Major Robert White Flies X-15 Into Space (217,000 Feet 1964)
Lunar Probe Pioneer 1 Burns Up in Atmosphere After Launch (1958)
First Apollo Mission (Schirra, Eisele, & Cunningham 1968)
First Multiple Crew (3) in Space (Voskhod 1964)
First US Woman to Walk in Space (Kathy Sullivan 1984)
First Supersonic Flight (Chuck Yeager 1947)
First Man to Break Sound Barrier with Aircraft (Felix Baumgartner 2012)
First Live Telecast from US Spacecraft (Apollo 7, 1968)
Mark Lenard (Ambassador Sarek on TOS)
CRMN Everett Leonard
Thomas Edison Perfected a Workable Electric Light (1879)
Ira Steven Behr (Executive Producer, DS9)
First Woman to Make Solo Airplane Flight (Blanche S. Scott 1910)
First Motion Pictures Taken of Earth From Space (V2 Rocket 1946)
John Winston (LT Kyle on TOS)
Gene Roddenberry Dies (1991)
Anthony Rapp (LT Paul Stamets on DIS)
Space Shuttle Enterprise Lands (1977)
CRMN Charles Koone
John Glenn Returns to Space Aboard Discovery (1997)
First Crew to Live and Work Aboard the International Space Station (2000)
William Campbell (Koloth & Trelaine on TOS)
CPT Josh Ainsworth
First member of Astronaut Program to Die (Theodore C. Freeman 1964)

5th
5th
7th
8th
9th
9th
10th
10th
11th
11th
11th
11th
11th
14th
14th
14th
15th
21st
21st
23rd
23rd
24th
24th
24th
26th
27th
27th
29th
30th
30th
31st
31st

MEMBERSHIPS
Many of you do not know when your membership in the DaVinci or Starfleet is due for
renewal. So to help you remember, the following lists your family expiration dates. Please note
that if your name is highlighted in RED in the DaVinci column your membership has expired and
you need to renew as soon as possible to make sure you keep getting the Pilot every month. If

highlighted in BOLD your membership has expired or nearing its expiration so please renew
soon. Thanks!
Name
Sandra Adams
Josh Ainsworth
Michael Allen
Steve Brown
James Carey
Mackey Carter
David Craft
Dutch Cummings
Steve Cushing
Paul DeHart
Randy Dunn
Marcia Edwards
Whitney Gaines
Laura Gordy
Freddy Heller
Karl Henry
Todd Kes
Jeff Kirkland
Leiko Koone
Everett Leonard
David Lindsey
Jake Lowe

DaVinci
Jul 19
Aug 19
Jul-19
Dec 18
Sep 18
Jan 21
Jul 19

Starfleet
Name
DaVinci Starfleet
Jul 19 Lech Mazur
Jul 19
Dec 18
Sep 19
Expired Margaret McGillicuddy Jul 19
Jul 19 Jeremiah Meadows
Jul 19
Jul 19
Lisa Monhead
Jul 19
Jul 19
May 22
Expired Maria Morgan
Feb 19 Gregory Newer
Nov 18 Dec 18
May 19
Jul 19 Scott Norman
LTM
Jul 19
Jul 19 Sandra Okamoto
Aug 19
Dec 18 Dec 18 Randy Ortiz
Jul-22
Jan 19 Barbara Paul
Jul 21
Mar 20
Jul 19
Jul 20 Joe Perry
Jul 19
Nov 18
Aug 18 Oct 18 Paige Reagan
Aug 18 Nov-19
Aug 19 Mar 19 Jessie Reddy
Sep 18 Expired
Jul 19
May 19
Aug 18 Oct 18 Scott Roop
Jul 19 Mar 19 Russell Ruhland
Aug 19
Feb 20
Mar 19
Dennis Shaw
Jul 19
Jan 20
Oct 19 Nov 18 Thelma Shumpert
Dec 18 Nov 18
Nov 19 Aug 19 Gisela Stephens
LTM
Dec 18
Dec 18 Feb 19 Harold Stewart
Feb 19 May 19
Dec 18 Feb 19 Chris Turkovitz
Aug 18
Mar 19 Mar 19 Mike Walker
Jul 19
Jul 20
Jul 19 Natalei Zappala
Jul 18
Jul 18 Expired

AHOY! WELCOME ABOARD!
Welcome aboard to the following crew personnel who have recently joined (*) or renewed their
membership in the DaVinci (D) and/or Starfleet (S).
Russell Ruhland (D)
Randy Ortiz (D*)

Diane Ruhland (D)
Josh Ainsworth (D)

Shelby Ruhland (D)
Jeanne Ainsworth (D)

LATINUM VAULT
Opening Balance
Renewals/Dues
Night Out
Postage

$58.16
$16.00
$8.00
$7.10

Closing Balance

$59.06

VADM Connie Heller

DAVINCI T-SHIRTS
The new DaVinci t-shirts are in!! They are quite nice and I am sure they will go fast so make
sure you reserve yours today. The cost is very reasonable: YM to L ($11); XL ($12), 2X ($13),
3X ($14), and 4X ($15). I did order (I hope) enough of each size and this time around some youth
medium in each color. Oh, we still have a few of the older ones left and they can be purchased at
a slight discount. Here is what the new ones look like:

)
Operations

Science

Engineering

Here is what we currently have in stock:
Operations (Red)
Medium
2
Large
1

Science (Blue)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1

Engineering (Yellow)
Youth Medium
1
Small
1

XL
2X
4X

4
3
1

Medium
Large
2X

2
3
3

Medium
Large
XL
2X
4X

5
3
1
2
1

We also have several of the older versions DaVinci shirts available for a discount – your choice
$7.00 each. Here is what we have: Operations (1 - medium); Science (1 - medium); Engineering
(1 - medium); Generic Gray (1 - medium and 2 – XL); and believe it or not we still have
twopreviously worn of our first gray t-shirts (medium) in stock for $3.00 each. If you want any of
the above t-shirts feel free to email or call me to reserve your size. I cannot hold it forever so if
you reserve a shirt, please pay as soon as possible. Thanks.
Do not forget that Jeff knows a woman that goes to his church that will embroider a DaVinci
logo on any t-shirt or polo for only a $10.00 fee. You have to supply the item in any color you
wish. Bring me the item and the $10.00 and I will send them to Jeff who will then pass on the
items to the embroiderer. Here is what the finished product will look like:

ACCOLADES
A BIG Bajoran thanks or congratulations go to:
Hal Stewart for his weekly donation of cans;
Jeff Kirkland for his donation of coupons and stamps; and,
Paul DeHart and Barbara Paul for taking even more and more and more and more Starfleet
Academy courses!

LINKS
Here are a few important web sites relevant to the DaVinci:
Craig’s List:
Starfleet Database
Starfleet Home Page:
Starfleet Region 2 Home Page:
USS DaVinci Home Page

http://columbusga.craigslist.org/grp
https://db.sfi.org
http://www.sfi.org/
http://region2.org/
http://www.ussdavinci.org/

USS DAVINCI IN PICTURES

The following is a trip down the USS DaVinci memory lane. Each month I will show a series of
photographs from our very beginning, as the Shuttle DaVinci, up until the present time. Many of
you will remember these faces. To others they will be complete strangers. But, they made the
USS DaVinci what it is today. Reminisce. If you have any photographs that you would like to see
published in the Pilot, feel free to send them to me with a brief explanation as to who is in the
photo and when and where it was taken. If I get a name wrong, please let me know! Okay, here is
Part II of our October 2007 Night Out/Membership Meeting at Mi Casa Mexican Buffet:

Ariana and Connie pose for a photo while Russell and Diane enjoy their meals.

Randy enjoys his food while a very young (and beardless) Jeff finishes his trip to the buffet.

The DaVinci crew at Mi Casa Mexican buffet during the 2007 October
Night Out/Membership meeting
Next month, Part I of our 12th Thanksgiving Dinner from 2007!

THE NEXT DAVINCI NIGHT OUT AND
MEMBERSHIP MEETING WILL BE AT

HOOTER’S!!
ON MONDAY 15 OCTOBER AT 6:30 PM
COME FOR THE FOOD AND
FRIENDSHIP

CARGO BAY

Receive $25 off Tax Preparation Fee!

Receive Free Drink with Adult Buffet Purchase!

DaVinci Members Receive a 20 % Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

DaVinci Members Receive a $20.00 Discount!

Spend $5.00 and Get a Free Drink!

A LITTLE HUMOR AND DISMISSED!

The 21st annual DaVinci participation in the 2018 Help-the-Hooch
River clean-up will be held on 13 October. We will meet at the far end
of Rigdon Park at 8:30 AM. Once we have cleaned up the Riverwalk
and “The Hill”. We will adjourn to the Volunteer Party and
Watershed Festival for hot dogs, chips, and pop at Woodruff Park
(10th and Bay). If you wish to help, please let me know. Thanks to all!

